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IO3
The community of teachers on the HUB



Hub elements:

Virtual space
Repository (training activities)
Repository (project survey)
Information desk to stay in touch with the 
trainers



The O3 can be divided in two basic steps:

Attract and enroll new members to the hub in order to 
build the community
Make the community “work”





Where are we now in terms of BMH features and functionalities

- a virtual space where teachers interested in models about behaviors management can 
meet together, discuss, share experiences[DONE]

- a repository where the contents of the project training activities will be released as open
educational resources [DONE]
- a repository collecting the data gathered during the project survey (O4) [DONE]
- a space where the experts of the partnership can spread high quality materials or good 

practices worth of mention about behavior management models or techniques [DONE]
- an “information desk” where the trained teachers can stay in touch with their trainers 

getting feedback and suggestions from them about how to transfer in their school 
environment what they have learned during the training courses [DONE]



In order to correctly assess the O3, a quantitative and qualitative analysis
is required. Hub analytics indicators that can be used might be:

- how many members have enrolled in the community

- what type of professional categories they represent

- how many times the hub was accessed

- what was the average time spend on the hub

- what kind of tasks were performed on the hub

- what type of content was accessed from the repository



Let's continue to build together
for

a strong education system
and
for

happy children and teachers.

Thank you for your support!


